Agenda AA/AM Working Group

Committee members

Chairman: Mark Sullivan (USA)
Members:
- Martine Besnainou (FRA)
- Luc van Geyte (BEL)
- Benoit Perlard (FRA)
- Gerald Stürzlinger (AUT)
- Troy Bradley (USA)
- Sebastian Eimers (GER)
- Marc Ander (SCI)

- Approve Agenda
- 2018 Gordon Bennett, general discussion, review Jury report, review letter by Matthias Zenge and Benjamin Eimers. Their letter points out some very serious problems the Gordon Bennett has had in several of our events. I know many pilots decided not to fly the Alps because of the statements regarding penalties.
- Review MER Gordon Bennett rules; make any changes as necessary and submit to RSC for adoption if any changes are recommended.
- Review the progress on the 2019 GB to be held in Poland
- Marc Andre is proposing to build a completely new website which starts with the content of https://fai.org/gordonbennett, he is asking our support for 2500 CHF to begin the process. Marc is prepared to provide the concept to the plenary.
- Do we need three jury members for the Gordon Bennett? Should we recommend to the jury board that only the jury president need be present at the location? If we think three
jury members are needed on site would our AAWG be willing to recommend to the CIA plenary pay for one of the jury members?

- Any other business
- 2019/2020 WG members and Chairperson
- Summary of recommendation to the RSC